Known in real life as Zeno Kuc, His Royal Studness has prepared the Fall ‘81 Celebrity Stud Board.

Billy boys! Due to your historic sexual exploits and due to the recent letter from Sharon, you have been promoted to Second Class Stud. One more party and you will be eligible to join the top echelon.

PC: WS: Your longstanding relationship with the PRIME still fails to register.

Wayne: You’ve made it to First Class Stud by dropping out of this shit-hole, going back to Rockford, and finding real women (and then bringing them here.) His Royal Studness is extremely proud of you.

Larry R: Due to your 3 recent breakdowns, each one more painful than the last, you have been demoted to Fourth Class Stud.

Doug: Fifth Class Stud for all the lust in your heart, but no results.

Matt & George: Sixth Class Studs for going out with the same girl.

Schmidt: I’m sorry, but vomiting in your boot demotes you to Second Class Stud.

Trent: May the good Lord show you the difference between males and females.

X-Boy: Even though you’ve pulled a few Trents lately, I know there is lust in your heart, and you remain at Fourth Class Stud. Ken: You’re cuter than she is.

Four Class Stud.

Dani: Because of your sexual inactivity, this is a waste of time.

Ted: Third Class Stud for child molesting.

Bob: Third Class Stud for a redhead.

Robert: Fifth Class Stud. You can’t do it with an alligator.

Tom: Second Class Stud for TD (claims it didn’t taste like it.)

Yong: Second Class Stud for juggling 3 women at once. Truly an athletic feat. Is that why you’re so tired? Back to light exercise!!!

Kiki: Aishline! Not many women like to be abused. Ease up some, and then it will come naturally.

Tom: Out with the same woman since we’ve known you. Are you crazy? How can you stand it if she’s not that good? Third Class Stud.

Cliff: The Sly, quiet one. You’re not fooling anyone. Always smiling. We know what you’ve been doing. Now tell us who with.

Karen: Work, work, work. You should have some fun. See Yong (above.

Glen: Now we know what all the orange juice is for. Keeps you up.

Mark: We hear the milk’s good in Wisconsin. No problems!

Rays: (Posthumously) Great screaming liberal! You should have gone for it at WTTW. She was a lawyer; you wouldn’t have had to work a day in your life.

Jared: Third Class Stud for relying outside carnal temptation.

Good man!

Lavins: Ex-officio fuckmonster at Clemens! Your spirit lives on!

Aber C’yee! Stay away from the JAP who lives downstairs. It goes: doctor, lawyer, engineer, CPA, nothing. You’re high on the list.

Aft: Fucking nympho! All talk and no action. We want proof!

Lobos: Remember the story of the dog who chased hubcaps. Once he caught one, he didn’t know what to do with it. Now can you find the fast lane?

Tony: Stands at attention when duty calls. Do it for your country, damn ROTC!

Syndicated by the Federal Street News & Blues Cartel

---

**Hank, the hallowed Angel sounds,**

Bless the buildings and the grounds.

Peace on State and Main, wild, Cops and muggers reconciled.

Take care walking in the dark,

Glory to our Landscaped Park From on high comes the Decree:

“Christ is employed by B & G.”

---

*Sung to the tune of Hank the Herald Angels Sing*
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Citizens: Warning!! This is an ultra secret transmission - against 007
3. Any unauthorized person who may accidently read this transmission are to report immediately to the nearest federal facility. Be sure you're still reading this you'd better stop right now! Come on now I really mean it you'd better stop right here! Don't you dare read another word! Alright, you ask for it, you're still reading this after I specifically ordered you not to. You just may yourself over to the nearest federal facility and tell them what you did. SECRET MESSAGE! I'll bet you thought I'd spill the beans and you could go running to your commie pinko friends and tell them about it. Well I sure put one over on you! Gen. Harry Palms (deceased, etc.)

Wanted: Female to have genius baby. Call X-3085, ask for Bob.

P.S. Was it just chemistry?
**Capt. Chuck & the Destroyers**

Last Time, the wizard Huntley gave Capt. Chuck and Carwyn the mission to defeat Bexkow. Now as the capt and the kid leave Huntley was giving orders.

Later, before the diversion skirshk

I drink to you and your..."AHH...Ha..." I know... I know what you're thinking... "You're a..."

And yes, that was the last attack of the day... and the kid was out... but we're... we're still here... we're still here...

---

**The Technology News Challenge**

**Solution to Puzzle Six**

\[(ABC)^D = DEFCEGHAB\]  \[(682)^3 = 317214568\]

Fred Hafner was the winner of Puzzle Six.

The prize must be claimed by noon, December 11, 1981 in the TN office.

Puzzle Seven will appear next semester.

Merry Christmas
Merry Christmas!

From All Of Us To Some Of You